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Abstract 
The forest science education at the School of Agricultural, Forest and Food 
Sciences (HAFL, Hochschule für Agrar-, Forst- und Lebensmittelwissenschaften) 
uses in-forest education extensively. However, HAFL does neither possess its own 
forest area, nor does it have a land-lease or other long-lasting contract providing 
forest access. Therefore, a blended strategy is used to give access to forest areas for 
teaching purpose. Depending on subj ect different approaches are used, which are 
presented here. 
Keywords: Forestry, in-field education, university forest. 
lntroduction and Background 
Forestry at the School of Agricultural, Forest and Food Sciences (Hochschule für 
Agrar-, Forst- und Lebensmittelwissenschaften, HAFL), at the Bern University of 
Applied Sciences (Berner Fachhochschule, BFH) is a young discipline: the BSc in 
forestry was established only in 2003. Since then a very positive trend characterises 
the development of this study programme. We track a permanent positive trend of 
incoming students (see Figure 1) respectively enrolled students. As a second 
indicator for this positive trend the addition of two MSc programmes may be 
mentioned (MSc in Life Sciences - Agricultural and Forest Sciences with either 
"International Management of Forest Industries" or "Regional Management in 
Mountain Areas"). 
One of the many success factors driving this positive trend may lay in the teaching 
approach. A first contact to forestry as a topic is allowed already in the first 
semester, our teaching offers "hands-on" experience for students in various ways. 
An "in-forest" education is firmly integrated into the syllabus and has many forms 
such as small field trips and extensive excursions, exercises in the forest, and field 
courses. Finally, the theses, likewise on bachelor and master level, offer or request 
very often direct access to in-forest sites or experimental forest plots. For all these 
elements a direct access to forest area is indispensable (see also Rosset, 2016). 
However, when the forestry programme was established in 2003, neither forest land 
was given to HAFL, nor existed land-lease or other access right giving constructs 
for the university. These facts didn't change since then. So, the question is how do 
we cope with the challenge of in-forest education without owning a forest? 
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Figure 1: BSc. enrolment figures since 2003. 
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HAFL follows a heterogeneous strategy to compensate these apparently missing 
direct access rights to forests. They include installation or establishment of 
permanent in-forest sites for education purpose, direct agreements between forest 
owners and HAFL and strategic mixed access rights for a field research station. All 
of these need to be explained to make the intention understandable. This is given in 
the following sections. 
Marteloscope "Meielewald" 
The marteloscope "Meilewald" is located next to HAFL (less than 5' walk) and was 
established in 2016 by HAFL. lt spreads over 2.2 ha, encompasses more than 15 
tree species including exotic ones and is used to teach thinning in mixed stands, 
regeneration with different tree species and conversion in uneven-aged stands (see 
Figure 2). The principal idea of a marteloscope follows the original idea, to have a 
permanent plot within a forest for a multipurpose framework for selection and 
marking of trees under various aspects like forest growth, silviculture, forest 
operations etc .. ; this marteloscope idea is accepted and integrated in many 
educational training concepts (see Poore, A., 2011; Pommerening et al., 2015, 
Soucy et al., 2016). The forest owner is the Burgergemeinde14 of Bern (BGB). 
14 A Burgergemeinde is a statutory corporation in public law in Switzerland (see e.g., 
https://en.wikipedia.org(wiki/Bü%C3%BCrgergemeinde for additional information). 
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There exists an agreement with BGB to leave the marteloscope without intervention 
for the next three years ( oral agreement, not in written form). 
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Figure 2: Marteloscope "Meilewald" close to the HAFL. 
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Network of silvicultural permanent plots 
A network of silvicultural permanent plots for observation, experimentation and 
training was established 2017 by HAFL in collaboration with BGB within the 
framework of a project funded by the Federal Office for the Environment (OFEN). 
The forest owner again is the BGB. All the plots are located around the city of Bem 
within 20 km from the city centre. They are used intensively in teaching, mainly for 
the following topics: forest inventory, application of growth models and tree 
marking (thinning). 
Currently, there are more than 35 plots ranging from several hundred square meters 
to half a hectare depending on the development stage and the main tree species of 
the plot (see Figure 3). The number of plots is growing each year, since students 
also leam to establish such plots for silvicultural monitoring and controlling 
purposes. 
The network is also used by BGB for their own purposes ( development of new 
thinning concepts, staff training). The plots are managed similarly to the rest of the 
forest area. The data of the plots are freely accessible on martelage.sylvotheque.ch. 
The web application is also used to train tree marking. 
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Figure 3: Network of permanent silvicultural sample plots around the city of Bern (screenshot from 
martelage.sylvotheque.ch). 
Training trail for basal area measurement 
A training trail for basal area measurement based on the Bitterlich method was 
established 2016 next to HAFL (less than 5' walk). lt encompasses 18 plots with 
stakes in their centre located every 50 m (see Figure 4). The trail is part of the 
teaching in forest inventory. The ability of the students to measure the basal area 
correctly is evaluated with different counting factors. 
The forest owner is BGB. The agreement on the part of BGB is in oral form, not 
written. 
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Figure 4: One of the training plot for basal area measurement with the Bitterlich method (trees with 
red circle to be counted with a counting factor of 4, trees with orange circle with k=2). 
In-forest education in forest engineering at HAFL 
While silviculture may use a kind of semi-permanent sites, i.e. re-usable 
installations as shown in the above sections, forest operations and work science are 
facing the need of varying operational spots. Therefore, the approach to compensate 
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Figure 5: Set-up offorest enterprises, as included in the forest operations syllabus at HAFL. 
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the lack of having direct access to its own university forest site needs a slightly 
different strategy. 
This approach for forest operations is embedded in the overall study plan as shown 
in figure 5. For the bachelor education there exist three separate modules, where 
forest operational topics are centred. As forest operations need to be reflected by the 
students in the context of forest enterprises, all major field activities are focused 
around in-forest practicals, block courses and excursions, which are all hosted by 
different forest owner types (marked in green text in Figure 5). This embedding in 
forest enterprises is of course dominated by Swiss companies: 
• Staatsforst Bern (State forest organisation Beme) is hosting HAFL for a one­
week block course, where forest operations in the biggest Swiss forest enterprise 
are shown and main principals of correct and optimal harvesting type selection is 
taught. 
• The forest enterprise Sigriswil is hosting HAFL for excursions, in order to 
highlight forest road management principles in the context of a forest enterprise. 
• At OAK Schwyz a "capstone course" in protective forest management includes a 
strong component in mountain forest harvesting and road management. 
• An outside Switzerland perspective on forest enterprises and timber markets is 
given at the forestry education centre Laubau ( owned and managed by 
Bayerische Staatsforsten AöR, Germany); the engineering part during this week 
is focused on sky line logging. This inclusion of a teaching action, taking place 
abroad at a different hast institution, takes up some of the ideas as placed in the 
Bologna mobility thoughts, see Ziesak and Müller-Starck (2014). 
The big advantage of being hosted by strong partners as mentioned above gives 
students direct access to a perspective on forest operations under the policy of 
different enterprises and management cultures. With this set-up the shortcoming of 
a not-existing university forest is so well compensated, that actually it is not 
perceived in the disciplines of forest operations and road management. lt may be 
added, that for presenters from these companies respectively the company itself, a 
lump sum is paid. This helps to ensure a certain stability and reliability for these 
recurnng courses. 
Research and education centre "Hospice Chapella" 
In collaboration with the foundation of Chapella, the owner of two old houses in the 
upper Engadine close to S-chanf, HAFL is initiating a centre for mountain forest 
research and education together with «Bildungswerkstatt Bergwald 
(www.bergwald.ch)», a foundation of an education network for young people of 
suburban areas working in forests, the local forest service and the municipality of S­
chanf. The centre is close to the Swiss National Park and the tourist area of St. 
Moritz in the continental mountains of Switzerland (Figure 6). There is an 
accommodation for groups of a maximum of 32 people in the old hospice and 
workstations for up to 4 students and researchers in the future to do their field work 
for a bachelor, master thesis in the region (see also www.ospizchapella.ch). 
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Figure 6: Ospiz Chapella with the old church tower (Photo Thonnann). 
The centre is also an important basecamp for the new master course "regional 
management in mountain areas", a collaboration with the University of Applied 
Science HSWT at Weihenstephan in Germany. Chapella is close to the border to 
Italy (South Tyrol) and Austria (Tyrol). So it is suitable for excursions with topics 
on regional management (agriculture, forestry, tourism and parks (Swiss National 
Park, Biosphera Val Müstair CH, Parco dello Stelvio I)), natural hazards and risk 
management. 
Close to the centre, we installed in 201 7 a new marteloscope in a spruce forest for 
training mountain silviculture on bachelor and master level. 
Conclusion 
lt may appear as a major strategic disadvantage, when a university offering study 
programmes on forest science, does not own its private forest property. The 
described situation at HAFL, where no direct ownership rights to forest plots exist, 
shows some approaches, how acadernic forestry education even can be realised with 
great success. Some of the presented approaches need bigger eff ort until being 
implemented, while others can be realised in a very quick way. Therefore, some of 
these suggested solutions may also hold value for other universities as additional 
options in their in-forest education. 
Reflecting the overall situation at HAFL two things become evident. The manifold 
approaches to enable direct forest access for in-forest education without owning the 
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forest proved to be quite successful over the last 15 years. Therefore, currently there 
is no tendency at all to aim for forest ownership at HAFL. 
However, to secure the very good links with our partners, who provide forest access 
for HAFL, it may be advisable for the future, to put these links into bilateral, 
permanent and written agreements. This should secure good in-forest education for 
the decades to come. 
The envisaged solution around the research station in Ospiz Chapella is a very 
important and helpful approach. This complements our strategy to get access rights 
and will help to compensate in the future even more the missing own direct access 
to infrastructure for in-field research and student education. 
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